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Highlights Tomasz Wiczling; PIPA & SAMDPR agent

Greek God
NL11-1733420

Lucky 7
BE11-6327837

Daughter Chipo
BE11-4008899

3. prov. champion youngsters 2014
3. prov. champion youngsters 2012
4. prov. champion yearlings 2013 
6. I.prov. champion yearlings 2013
2. place Szprotawa Derby One Loft Race 2013
10. place Ostseerennen One Loft Race 2013

Tomasz also represents two most prestigious brands in pigeon 
sport: PIPA & SAMDPR. Cooperation with these two institutions 
gives him possibility to meet very interesting people, exchange 
opinions and see the sport from different angles. Acting actively 
in world-wide pigeon sport he not only works for himself, but also 
represents and promotes Polish fanciers and pigeons.

Original Sakis Minovgioudis, top successor of the 
Claessens strain, son of ‘Bonte Beauty’ x ‘Meeuwke 12’

- 'Chipo' is father to at least 24 children winning 1. prize 
and 3 children crowned as 3.-3.-6. National acebird
- 'Chipo' is grandfather to:
At least 42 grandchildren winning 1. prize
1. Nat. acebird great MD YB KBDB 2013

- Father to winners of
1. prize 246 km - 2,265 b.
1. prize 321 km - 2,274 b.
1. prize 159 km - 735 b.
 

- Father to winners of
1. prize 323 km - 2,318 b.
3. prize 515 km - 2,165 b.
4. prize 199 km - 2,720 b.
4. prize 321 km - 2,274 b.

3. prize 321 km - 2,318 b. 
 after loft mates
3. prize 515 km - 1,124 b.
5. prize 132 km - 1,076 b. 
 after loft mates

4. prize 515 km - 1,124 b.
5. prize 323 km - 2,318 b.
In total his children won  
12x top-10 prize

Original Ulrich Lemmens, exceptional breeding 
son of ‘Stevie Wonder’, super brother of ‘Gust’

Original Benny Steveninck, directly from legendary 
breeder ‘Chipo’, provincial acebird and top breeder

Tomasz 
Wiczling
The best of international 
pigeon sport combined
PIPA Agent Tomasz Wiczling is a young 
and ambitious fancier, determined 
to climb to the top of pigeon sport 
in short and middle distance racing. 
Besides racing in his own loft, one loft 
races are his passion. The quality of 
pigeons and hard work of the fancier 
are pillars of his philosophy. His top 
pigeons come from the best of Ulrich 
Lemmens, Sakis Minovgioudis or 
Benny Steveninck. His very promising 
results of previous years ensure him 
that he is on the way to success.
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